Post radiation evolution of giant virchow-robin spaces in a case of pituitary macroadenoma

Sir,

The term Virchow-Robin (VR) spaces or perivascular spaces is used to describe spaces around penetrating arteries containing interstitial fluid and which are lined by pial cells. They are most commonly located in the region of the lenticulostriate arteries in basal ganglia, along perforating arteries in high frontal region and in the brainstem around the midbrain. Most are <1 cm in size and those more than 1.5 cm are termed as giant VR spaces. On imaging, they are seen to have sharp thin margins, normal brain parenchyma surrounding it, following cerebrospinal fluid density and showing no postcontrast enhancement. They are primarily asymptomatic but are known to be associated with presentation in the form of headache, dizziness, dementia, syncope, seizures, etc. The precise etiology of these lesions is not well known. No previous association of giant VR spaces with prior exposure to radiation has been reported in the available literature.

A 45-year-old gentleman presented to our institute in 2002 with complaints of large joint pains, joint swelling, coarsening of facial features, and hoarseness of voice of 2 years duration. On clinical, biochemical, and imaging evaluation, he was diagnosed to have a pituitary adenoma, secreting growth hormone. He underwent trans-sphenoidal surgery in 2002 and was on clinical and imaging follow-up when recurrent lesion was noted in 2007. He underwent a second surgery in 2007 and was advised postsurgical radiotherapy, which he initially declined. He was continued on follow-up and in 2011 he underwent radiotherapy for the residual lesion. Since then he has been on conservative clinical and imaging follow-up and remains asymptomatic.

Follow-up imaging done in 2016 [Figure 1] revealed giant VR spaces in their typical location in bilateral basal ganglia region with normal surrounding parenchyma without postcontrast enhancement or mass effect. On review of the previous available images in the form of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) done in 2002, 2008, 2010 and computed tomography done in 2004, no evidence of prominent VR spaces was seen. The long follow-up period of 8 years prior to radiation was unremarkable but in 5 years after radiation the patient developed these cystic lesions. This temporal evolution of findings with history of exposure to radiation in the interim lead us to hypothesize the possibility of association of these newly evolved giant VR spaces to radiation exposure. Such an association has hitherto not been reported in the literature. White matter changes following radiation has been well documented in the literature and cystic changes have also encountered on long follow-up. However, correlation with evolution of VR spaces has not been suggested. We hypothesize that the dilated VR spaces seen in our case could be a finding due to postradiation white matter atrophy, and the temporal profile of evolution of MRI findings supports this hypothesis.
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